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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to fabricate a model of human knee joint, bone whose raw image data’s were obtained from a computerized tomography machine using Stratasys “U Print SE Plus”
3D printer based on fused deposition modeling technique and validate the design by comparing
the reproduced bone models with the original human knee joint bones and which will lead to detailed pre surgical studies and initiating step in implantation techniques. An integrated approach
of imaging technology, segmentation using MIMICS software package and rapid prototyping
technology was adopted in order to construct the human knee joint bones. Models of all the human knee joint bones- the femur, tibia, fibula and patella were constructed. The Patella bone in
specific was constructed exactly as the same size of the original patella bone and was qualitatively
validated by an expert anatomist and found to be satisfactory in design and the surface finish
which may possibly be affected by mesh generation during a constructing phase in MIMICS
software. As far as limitations are concerned, the femur, tibia and fibula bones exceeded the
maximum dimensions of the “U Print SE Plus” 3D printer (203 x 203 x 152 mm). Followed by another limitation is that ABS plus – P430 and P400 thermoplastic are the only compatible material
and other materials such as ABS-M30, PC-ABS, PC, Nylon 12 are not compatible with the machine. This paper deliberates a 3D visualization of the human knee bone model, particularly the
patella which is constructed in its original size and was found to be validated. The present study
enhances the versatility of fabricating bone models by RP for implantation as well for pre complex surgical studies.
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Introduction
In this paper human knee joint bones are subjected to
reconstruction through rapid prototyping technique 3D
printer based fused deposition modeling technique. The
human knee joint is a three dimensional complex structure whose details and feature cannot be easily represented by a solid model. Earlier models were axis symmetrically represented, but do not represent the three
dimensional geometry of the knee bones accurately.
Moreover, in the early stages the human knee joint
bones were reproduced by milling machine by fixing
certain tolerances in order to achieve the nearest representation of a bone model, but the quality of surface finish is not fair enough to be obtained and it involves an
extensive process to achieve an appropriate model with

good surface finishes. But now rapid prototyping has
been developed as a breakthrough technology in the
field of medical sector through which each and every
part of not only the knee bone, but all other bones and
dental parts can be reproduced accurately with the best
features and anatomical data structures. The first section
of the paper exhibits about the collection of CT image
data from the CT scan machine in DICOM format. The
second section comprises the sequential procedure of the
conversion process of DICOM format into .stl format
through a software package MIMICS version 16.0 and 3
matic version 8.0. The third section discusses about the
importation of .stl files into the “U Print SE Plus” 3D
printer via CatalystEX an interface used to feed the stl
data into the 3D printer machine to generate prototype of
each bone individually.
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Finally the prototype bone models obtained are validated
by comparing with original bone by an anatomy expert.
The discussion is presented from the results obtained in
the previous section.

Methodology
An integrated approach of CT Imaging technology, MIMICS and Rapid Prototyping Technology was adopted in
order to obtain the bone models as accurate as of the original bones are present. The first step was involved in collecting and obtaining a CT scan data’s from a 128 CT
slice machine. The data’s obtained for each part of the
human knee joint bones were represented in the form of
slices each of 1 mm layer thickness as two dimensional
gray value images and were obtained in Digital Imaging
and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) format. Since
DICOM is a file format used in medical sector, it has to
be converted in order to be compatible with the prevailing
engineering software packages such as Solid works,
ABAQUS and ANSYS. For this conversion, Materialise’s
Interactive Medical Image Control System software
(MIMICS) was used to convert the DICOM format files
into the required STL file which is used for importing into
CatalystEX, a software package that is integrated with the
“U Print SE Plus” 3D printer for creating very accurate
prototype of each bone individually. The reconstructed
prototype bone is being validated by anatomical experts
by comparing the reproduced bone obtained through the
3D printer with the original bone. The methodology flow
is depicted below as shown in Fig.1.

knee joint bone of approximately 35 years aged, Male,
Right leg consisting of femur, tibia, fibula and patella.
These knee bones were scanned using a CT scanner
“SOMATOM Definition AS” (Siemens, Germany) with a
slice thickness of 1 mm and were saved as DICOM
format.

MIMICS
After obtaining the CT scan image data’s it is imported to
the Materialise’s Interactive Medical Image Control System software (MIMICS) version 16.0, a software package
that bridges medical and engineering file formats. The
MIMICS version 16.0 software is an image – processing,
interactive package tool with 3D visualization functions
and segmentation of CT images and as well as 3D rendering of objects that interfaces between scanner data (CT,
MRI), rapid prototyping , stl file format, CAD and finite
element analysis. Additional module includes finite element meshes through which surface as well as volume
mesh can be processed on the specified part model so as
to create a smooth surface and volume respectively. The
interface created to process the images provides several
segmentation and visualization tools which are namely
region growth, thresholding and wrapping technique.

Results and Discussion
CT images
The number of CT images for the femur, tibia, fibula and
patella bone obtained with a slice thickness of 1mm were
found to be 427, 385, 381 and 85 respectively. These
slices of images of each bone where imported together
with the MIMICS 16.0 software package so as to obtain
the whole structure of each bone which were further
viewed as axial and coronal views in order to process the
thresholding and other preprocessing methods. The various cross sectional CT images (axial, coronal) of each
knee bone are represented in Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4.

Figure 1.Methodology

CT images
The first step was performed by acquiring two
dimensional sliced gray images from an untreated cadaver

Figure 2.Coronal view of Femur
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Figure 3.Coronal view of Tibia
Figure 5.Volume mesh of Femur model

Figure 4.Axial cut view of Patella
Figure 6.Volume mesh of Fibula model
MIMICS
The tibia, femur, fibula and patella bone models were
subjected to thresholding, region growth, wrapping technique and preprocessing method – volume mesh generation in order to obtain smoother and finer anatomical detail structure. Although each bone model were subjected
to heavy mesh, in order to simplify the calculating process of each equivalent triangle consisting of faces, vertex
and edges, reduced mesh is given through which acceptable smoother model is obtained. While calculating each
mesh of each bone the inspection page of the 3matic 8.0
software displayed the histogram of bad triangles ranging
from 2 to 10. Since each bone model consists of more
number of triangles, minimal amount of bad triangles
does not affect the anatomical structural details and hence
the bad triangles having a range from 2 to 10 are considered to be a negligible amount. The cross section of each
volume mesh of femur, fibula and patella is shown in
Fig.5, Fig 6 and Fig 7.

Figure 7.Volume mesh of Patella model
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3D Printer
Material layer resolution of 0.254 mm thickness was
adopted to reconstruct all bone models. The calculation
performed by the Catalyst EX 4.4 software reveals that
since femur is the largest bone, 14.24 cm3 of model material and 5.32 cm3 of support material were consumed.
Fig.8 shows the reconstructed low density femur bone,
which took 1 hour and 50 minutes by the 3D printer to
complete the prototype model. The numbers of triangles
used to create a smoother and finer model were represented as face count, vertex count and edge count and was
found to be 102684 face counts, 51369 vertex counts and
154076 edge counts. The tibia bone prototype model consumed 10.00 cm3 of model material and 3.90 cm3 of support material to create a smoother and finer prototype tibia model in a span of 1 hour and 18 minutes, which are
shown in Fig.9 with 27024 of face counts, 13514 of vertex counts and 40536 of edge counts. The fibula prototype
model consumed 3.22 cm3 of model material and 1.98
cm3 of support material, to reconstruct the final prototype
fibula model as shown in Fig.10 in a span of 33 minutes
with 13632 of face counts, 6818 of vertex counts and
20448 as edge counts.

The patella bone representing just as the original size of
the human patella consumed 5.95 cm3 of model and 1.35
cm3 of support material to reconstruct a smoother prototype model of the patella in 51 minutes whose number of
face counts were 3768, vertex counts 1886 and edge
counts 5652. A closer look of the prototype patella model
as shown in Fig.11 reveals the layer thickness resolution,
which represents a good surface finish with better anatomical details.

Figure 10.Prototyped Fibula

Figure 8.Prototyped Femur

Figure 11.Prototyped Patella

Validation

Figure 9.Prototyped Tibia

In order to ensure the accuracy of our model
reconstruction, the bone models were validated
qualitatively. Here the patella bone was considered to be
validated since, only patella bone was able to be
reconstructed to the original size of patella bone due to
the limitations of the 3D printer. The results of the 3D
printer as shown in figure 11 were compared with the
original bone by an expert anatomist to determine if there
is any missing or alteration in the anatomical structure of
the original bone. The reconstructed prototype patella
bone representing the original patella bone in terms of
anatomical details and features was found to be
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satisfactory. The other bones femur, tibia, and fibula were
also reconstructed but not to its original size since the
limitations of 3D printer exists. Although the bones were
reconstructed not to the original size, but the anatomical
structural details and features were found to be unaltered
and satisfactory. The comparison of the original patella
bone with the prototype patella model is shown below in
Fig.12.
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